Thomas E. Noonan, Member, U.S. Infrastructure Assurance Advisory Council (NAIC)

Timeline

1. Disclosed Noonan Relationships

- Georgia Tech
- Internet Security Systems, CEO ‘94-’06
- IBM Internet Security Systems GM > IBM
- JouleX: Pres, CEO
- Cisco: GM

Sources: Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIAC, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.

Sep. 18, 2002
Noonan joined NIAC
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**Timeline**

1. **Disclosed Noonan Relationships**
   - Georgia Tech
   - Harvard
   - D&B, VP; Actuation Elect.; Leapfrog Tech.
   - Internet Security Systems, CEO ‘94-’06
   - IBM Internet Security Systems GM
   - IBM
   - JouleX
   - Cisco

2. **Concealed Noonan Relationships**
   - EEA*
     - Clinton, Chandler, IBM formed private spy agency with Executive Orders via NIAC

**Sources:** Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIAC, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.
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**Timeline**

1. **Disclosed Noonan Relationships**
   - Georgia
   - Harvard
   - D&B, VP; Actuation Elect.; Leapfrog Tech.
   - Internet Security Systems, CEO ‘94–’06
   - IBM
   - JouleX
   - Cisco

2. **IBM**
   - **Concealed Noonan Relationships**
     - Internet Security Systems (ISS) (an IBM Company) CEO ‘95–’08
     - ISS (NASDAQ: ISSX) (acquired by IBM), CEO ‘94–’08

**EEA**
- Clinton, Chandler, IBM formed private spy agency with Executive Orders via NIAC

*Economic Espionage Act (EEA) of 1996, drafted by James P. Chandler, IBM outside counsel*

**Sources:** Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIAC, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.
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Thomas E. Noonan’s undisclosed NIAC relationships

1. **Disclosed Noonan Relationships**
   - Georgia
   - Harvard
   - D&B, VP; Actuation Elect.; Leapfrog Tech.

2. **IBM**
   - Concealed Noonan Relationships
     - Internet Security Systems (ISS) (an IBM Company), CEO ‘95–’08
     - Internet Security Systems (ISS), Chairman, CEO ‘95–’08

**Sources:** Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIAC, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.

*Economic Espionage Act (EEA) of 1996, drafted by James P. Chandler, IBM outside counsel*
Thomas E. Noonan’s tenure as member of the National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) with a duty of disclosure

Sources: Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIAC, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.

1. Disclosed Noonan Relationships

- **Sep. 18, 2002**
  - Noonan joined NIAC

2. Concealed Noonan Relationships

- **Sep. 11, 2001**
  - World Trade Center Attack (six weeks later)
- **Oct. 26, 2001**
  - Patriot Act

Internet Security Systems (ISS) (an IBM Company), CEO '94 - '08

Internet Security Systems (ISS), Chairman, CEO '95 - '08

NJH Security Consulting, GA

Concealed Noonan Relationships

**EEA**

- Economic Espionage Act (EEA) of 1996, drafted by James P. Chandler, IBM outside counsel
- Executive Orders via NIAC
- *Economic Espionage Act (EEA)*

Internet Security Systems (ISS) (NASDAQ: ISSX) (acquired by IBM), CEO '94 - '08

Internet Security Systems (ISS)*, Chairman, CEO '95 - '08

NJH Security Consulting, GA

Concealed Noonan Relationships

**EEA**

- Economic Espionage Act (EEA) of 1996, drafted by James P. Chandler, IBM outside counsel
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**Timeline**

1. **Disclosed Noonan Relationships**
   - Georgia Tech
   - Harvard
   - D&B, VP; Actuation Elect.; Leapfrog Tech.
   - Internet Security Systems, CEO ‘94-’06
   - IBM Internet Security Systems GM
   - IBM
   - JouleX, Pres, CEO
   - Cisco GM

2. **IBM Concealed Noonan Relationships**
   - Internet Security Systems (ISS) (an IBM Company), CEO ‘95-’08
   - ISS (NASDAQ: ISSX) (acquired by IBM), CEO ‘94-’08
   - Internet Security Systems (ISS), Chairman, CEO ‘95-’08
   - Internet Security Systems (ISS) (Chairman), CEO ‘95-’08
   - ISS (NASDAQ: ISSX) S-1
   - Intel (Sigma)
   - Goldman Sachs
   - UBS
   - Bank of America
   - Kleiner Perkins
   - Merrill Lynch
   - PNC Bank
   - Greylock Partners, Reid Hoffman
   - AT&T
   - Hewlett Packard
   - Microsoft
   - Xerox
   - AOL
   - Politicians, Judges, Bureaucrats, Media

*Sources: Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIAC, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.*
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**Timeline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noonan joined NIAC</td>
<td>Sep. 18, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Trade Center Attack</td>
<td>Sep. 11, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(six weeks later)</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriot Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wii U Release</td>
<td>May 18, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disclosed Noonan Relationships**

- D&B, VP; Actuation Elect.; Leapfrog Tech.
- Internet Security Systems, CEO ‘94-’06
- IBM Internet Security Systems GM >
- Harvard
- Georgia Tech

**Concealed Noonan Relationships**

- Internet Security Systems (ISS), Chairman, CEO ‘95-’08
- NJH Security Consulting GA
- ISS (NASDAQ: ISSX) (acquired by IBM), CEO ‘94-’08
- Intel (Sigma)
- Goldman Sachs
- UBS
- Bank of America
- Kleiner Perkins
- Merrill Lynch
- PNC Bank
- Greylock Partners, Reid Hoffman
- AT&T
- Hewlett Packard
- Microsoft
- Xerox
- AOL
- Politicians, Judges, Bureaucrats, Media

**Sources:** Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIAC, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.

*Economic Espionage Act (EEA) of 1996, drafted by James P. Chandler, IBM outside counsel.*

**Notes:**
- IBM Internet Security Systems CEO '94-’06
- IBM Internet Security Systems GM >
- JouleX Pres, CEO
- Cisco GM
- May 18, 2012 Facebook IPO
- “The Internet of Things”
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   - D&B, VP; Actuation Elect.; Leapfrog Tech.
   - IBM Internet Security Systems, CEO ‘94–’06
   - IBM Internet Security Systems GM > JouleX, Pres, CEO
   - Cisco GM
   - ISS (NASDAQ: ISSX) (acquired by IBM), CEO ‘94–’08
   - Internet Security Systems (ISS), Chairman, CEO ‘95–’08
   - NJH Security Consulting GA
   - Cobion Corp MA

2. **IBM**
   - Concealed Noonan Relationships

   - Internet Security Systems (ISS) (an IBM Company), CEO ‘95–’08
   - NJH Security Consulting GA
   - Cobion Corp MA

   - Iss (NASDAQ: ISSX) (acquired by IBM), CEO ‘94–’08

   - Clinton, Chandler, IBM formed private spy agency with Executive Orders via NIAC

   - EEA* Clinton, Chandler, IBM formed private spy agency with Executive Orders via NIAC

   - Economic Espionage Act (EEA) of 1996, drafted by James P. Chandler, IBM outside counsel


   - Intel (Sigma)
   - Goldman Sachs
   - UBS
   - Bank of America
   - Kleiner Perkins
   - Merrill Lynch
   - PNC Bank
   - Greylock Partners, Reid Hoffman
   - AT&T
   - Hewlett Packard
   - Microsoft
   - Xerox
   - AOL

   - Sources: Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIA, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.
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   - Georgia Tech
   - Harvard
   - D&B, VP; Actuation Elect.; Leapfrog Tech.
   - Internet Security Systems, CEO ‘94-’06
   - IBM Internet Security Systems GM
   - IBM
   - JouleX
   - Cisco

2. IBM Concealed Noonan Relationships
   - Internet Security Systems (ISS) (an IBM Company), CEO ‘95-’08
   - ISS (NASDAQ: ISSX) (acquired by IBM), CEO ‘94-’08
   - NJH Security Consulting GA
   - Cobion Corp MA
   - EEA*
   - Clinton, Chandler, IBM formed private spy agency with Executive Orders via NIAC
   - Politicians, Judges, Bureaucrats, Media

Sources: Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIAC, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.

*Economic Espionage Act (EEA) of 1996, drafted by James P. Chandler, IBM outside counsel
Thomas E. Noonan and IBM fail to disclose significant U.S. NIAC conflicts of interest.

*Economic Espionage Act (EEA) of 1996, drafted by James P. Chandler, IBM outside counsel
Thomas E. Noonan’s undisclosed NIAC relationships

Timelines:

- **Sep. 18, 2002**: Noonan joined NIAC
- **Sep. 11, 2001**: World Trade Center Attack (six weeks later)
- **Oct. 26, 2001**: Patriot Act

Disclosed Noonan Relationships:

1. **Georgia**: D&B, VP; Actuation Elect.; Leapfrog Tech.
2. **Harvard**: Internet Security Systems, CEO ‘94-’06
   - IBM Internet Security Systems GM > IBM
3. **Georgia Tech**: Internet Security Systems (ISS), CEO ‘94-’08
   - ISS (NASDAQ: ISSX) (acquired by IBM), CEO ‘94-’08
   - Internet Security Systems (ISS), Chairman, CEO ‘95-’08
   - Internet Security Systems (ISS) (an IBM Company), CEO ‘95-’08

Concealed Noonan Relationships:

- **Sep. 11, 2001**: World Trade Center Attack
- **Oct. 26, 2001**: Patriot Act

Noonan’s undisclosed NIAC relationships

Nondisclosure of conflicts of interest is illegal and must be stopped.

Sources: Thomas E. Noonan material relationships not disclosed to NIAC. Sources: Dept. of Homeland Security, NIAC, LinkedIn, SEC Form S-1, GA Tech Chronicle, Atlanta Business Chronicle.
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